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Abstract: The grid computing offers powerful and dynamic framework, with the numerous resources, distributed CPU 
loads, along with the extent of idle memory continually altering. Efficient schedulers are required to schedule jobs in such 
dynamic environment. This paper presents comparative study of various well-known grid computing based scheduling 
techniques by taking into account the implementation environment as well as metrics used like soft computing, environment 
and metrics used with the aim to determine the effectiveness of each existing optimizing technique. This study has shown 
that the Ant colony optimization scheduling has quite significant results over the available techniques. However due to 
slowing growing rate it also become bottleneck of the optimistic scheduling. This paper ends up with the suitable future 
directions to enhance the existing scheduling techniques. 
 
Index Terms- Ant Colony Optimization, Adaptive Scheduling, NP-Hard.Particle Swarm Optimization 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Grid system is the concept that enables the effective 
utilization of the large number of network resources 
to solve large scale problems. In grid systems, large 
numbers of resources are distributed diversely among 
the network. Scalability is one of the 
uniquenecessities of grid scheduling when it is 
compared with new scheduling like scheduling in 
cluster. Grid system aims at reducing computing cost 
and turnaround time along with achieving high 
system throughput. Generally Grid is a heterogeneous 
system, loosely coupled and geographically 
distributed [6]. Traditionally, scheduling approaches 
cannot be applied to Grid systems directly where all 
computing resources are mutually used by various 
jobs [28]. Grid can be wired or wireless. In Wired 
Grid, Devices are fixed to the location and 
components are restricted to the data centers whereas 
wireless grids are the computer networks that are 
comprised of wireless technology. Generally, it 
includes devices like laptops, sensors etc. which are 
small and low powered devices. Resources involved 
are Cameras, GPS Trackers, and Sensorsetc [18].  
Also wireless grid devices have the ability to share 
their resources in the network. It does not involve any 
centralized control [26].  
 
1.1 Classification of Grid Computing: 
Computational Grid and Data Grid based on their 
Applications.  
Computing grid: involves two main factors to deal 
with: Power Computation and Availability of CPU. 
Computing Grid mainly focuses on job scheduling. It 
handles small amount of data and are used for 
computational intensive applications. The 
clearadvantage here is that computation will be 
executingfasterbecause it can use resources 
parallelfrom all grid nodes [14]. The enlargement of 
computational grid along with the related middleware  

 
has been vigorouslyfollowed in current years to deal 
with the appearance of greedy applications of big 
computing jobs and extents of data [27]. 
Data Grid: is an optimizing technique that deals with 
effective utilization of available storage capacity and 
distribution of data. It deals with amount of data that 
is being transferred among different nodes. It handles 
massive data and reduces access latency. The 
foremostobjective of Data Grid is to make available 
as much data as conceivable from memory on each 
grid node and to guaranteethe data coherency [9].  
The overall objective of scheduling is to reduce the 
completion time of job and to make a balanced 
system by sharing load of the entire system while 
completing all the jobs according to the environment 
factors like network status and resource status [8]. 
Various performance metrics in job scheduling are 
average waiting time, total completion time and cost 
[13]. Grid Schedulers can be Job Oriented. In Job 
Oriented, data files are immovable and jobs are 
organized where as in Data Oriented, data files are 
moved and jobs are fixed. Good scheduling methods 
balance the burden of every single resource in 
demand to improve resource utilization, growthin 
system performance and avoid needless delays.  
 
1.2 Scheduling is done in two different modes: 
Batch mode heuristic scheduling algorithms: In this 
method, it is assumed that job arrive one-by-one and 
are queued. When these jobs are collected into a set, 
they are scheduled. These types of algorithms start 
after a fixed time interval. These algorithms are 
suitable for the systems with the identicalsort of 
resources. For examples, First-Come First- Served 
(FCFS), Min-Min,Round Robin (RR), and Max-Min 
algorithm [17]. 
Online mode heuristic scheduling algorithms: As 
soon as jobs arrive, they are scheduled. These type of 
algorithms are suitable for the diverse environment 
with different sortsof resources. These algorithms are 
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fair representation for small grids. For examples, 
Most Fit Task Scheduling Algorithm (MFTF), 
Dynamic FPLTF Scheduling algorithm (Fast 
Processor To Largest Task First) etc[17]. 

 
II. JOB SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES IN GRID 
 
2.1 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)  
An excitingpiece is by what means ants can search 
the nearest paths among food homes and their nest 
[29]. When it is applied to complex problems, ACO 
practices a gathering of artificial ants that work as 
supportive agents in a result space where they are 
permitted to search and find feasible solutions [12]. It 
is a heuristic algorithm efficient with local search. 
The first pheromone value of resources is equal to the 
pheromone indicator, which is calculated by adding 
expected transmission time along with execution time 
of job when it is allocated to that resource [21]. ACO 
proposed a scheduler for job scheduling in Grids 
where the availability of the resources keeps on 
changing at jobs arrive at different times. The 
foremost purpose of the ACO technique is to 
minimize the makespan, achieve load balancing in 
resources, minimize flow-time and the monetary cost. 
Scheduling is done in four steps: [1] 

 Pheromone Initialization: artificial ants are 
created that start to work with a job. 
State Transition : ant moves according to 
pheromone trails which further describes the 
desirability of moving a job from one 
machine to another. 
Local Update: ant uses local update rule 
while constructing solutions to modify the 
pheromone level.  

1) Global Update: ant holding the best solution 
can leave pheromone on the path and thus 
the Global Update rule is applied.  

 
Here, PR is Pheromone Rule, MP is Modified 
Pheromone , j is a job, i is the machine assigned to 
the job j. Severalsorts of ACO Algorithms are: Ant 
Colony System (ACS), Rank Based Ant System 
(RAS), Fast Ant System (FANT) etc. ACO is used in 
various researches to solve NP-hard problems[1]. 
 
2.2  Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) 
It has been shown that BCO possesses ability to 
search high superiority solutions to difficult problems 
within a rational amount of running-time [4]. Bee 
colony practices a population of dissimilar categories 
of bees to find the finest solution. The behavior which 
is used to find a food source is determined by the type 
of bee [32]. It was inspired by the behaviour of 
honeybees. In this algorithm, honeybees gives us 
some values, like amount and quality of their 
collected nector along with its collecting distance. 
Collection of all this information is done on hive’s 

dance floorby waggle dance.  All further bees notices 
these dances and trail one of the bee according to 
their waggling times [7]. Following are the bee types: 
[7] 

1) Scouts: In order to search new sources, it 
continuously search hive’s neighborhood. 

2) Dancers: gives the information of current 
established food sources to the other bees. 

3) Followers: selects one of the finest dancers 
and trail its lead to a food home.  

 
 
2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based 
Scheduling  
PSO is a search algorithm centered on the recreation 
of the societalactions of bird grouping and fish 
instructing. Particles fly in difficult search space in 
search of an optimal or near-optimal solution [22]. 
PSO can be executed to resolvenumerous function 
optimization difficulties, or some complications 
which can be altered to function optimization 
problems [23]. It is an algorithm built on the uses that 
takes into explanation both computation-cost and 
data-transmission cost. The heuristic enriches and 
improves the cost of task-resource mapping 
established on the way out given by PSO technique. 
We will give a brief description of PSO algorithm 
[19].  

 

 
 
2.4 AFSA (artificial fish-swarm algorithm) 
AFSA is the finest approach of optimization. 
Centered arranged sequences of natural activities, fish 
at all times attempt to conserve their gatherings and 
in view of that they show intellectual behaviors. This 
technique has various benefits together with high 
convergence speed, flexibility, fault tolerance and 
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great precision. Fishes show dissimilar behaviors 
together within the hunt for food, succeeding other 
fishes, defending the group alongside threats and 
stochastic search [15]. Following are the behaviors of 
AF :[15] 

 AF_Prey: Basic natural behavior that lean 
towardsthe food; usually the fish observes 
the attention of food in water to regulate the 
movement by visualization and then selects 
the tendency.  

 
Here Rand () yields random numbers between 0 

and 1. 
 AF_Swarm: Fish assembles in groups 

certainly in the moving method, which 
assures the presence of the colony and 
escapes dangers.  

 
 AF_Follow: In moving process of the fish, 

when a particular fish or numerous ones find 
foodstuff, the neighborhood followers will 
trail and find the food quickly. 

 
 AF_Move: Fish spinarbitrarily in water; in 

fact, they are in search of food or friends in 
larger assortments. Behavior explanation: 
Selects a state randomly, then it travels on 
the way to this state, in fact, it is a default 
behavior of AF_Prey.  

 
 AF_Leap: Fish someplace in water, each 

AF’s behavior outcome will progressively 
be the same, the modification of objective 
values turn out to be reduced within some 
iteration.  

 
2.5 Fuzzy Differential Evolution Algorithm 
DE explores for the worldwidegoals by utilizing 
changes between existing population associates, 
which agrees the search behavior of each person to 
self-tune [11]. Fuzzy methods have qualities that 
make them an eye-catching tool to report this 
problem, as they agree to the demonstration of 
ambiguous data and offer a set of tools to allow their 
manipulation in order to produce fuzzy schedules 
[25]. From the observation, Fuzzy DE is equally good 
with Fuzzy PSO developing a new algorithm which 
provides more optimal solutions in future endeavor 
[2]. Thus calculates: [2] 

(1) Initialization: Making population of 
individuals. In population for the existing 
generation the ith individual vector with d 
lengths is as: 

 
(2) Mutation: For Zk(t) vector that be appropriate 
to the present population, a new discrete, known 
as the mutant individual is a derivative through 
the grouping of arbitrarilynominated and pre-
defined individuals.   

 
(3). Recombination (Crossover): DE has 2 
schemes: the Exponential and the Uniform 
Crossover. Here scheme used is the binomial 
crossover and is performed on each module n (n= 
1, 2, . . . , d) of the mutant individual Uk,n(t).  

 
(4). Selection: For next cycle, best individual is 
being selected. If new child individual 
producesan enhanced value of the objective 
function, it exchanges its parent in the 
succeeding generation; or else, the parent is 
reserved in the population. 

 
 
2.6 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach 
Neural networks, given their learning ability and 
adaptability, are applied in areas such as robotics, 
image processing, and speech recognition [5]. The 
trouble in scheduling jobs can be examined under 
numerous norms. The scheduling in CGs as bi-
objective universal optimization difficulties with the 
categorized procedure of the reducing of flowtimeand 
makespanincluding objectives with makespan as an 
advantagedmeasure is made [3]. With ETC matrix 
prototype, we can accurate the makespan and 
flowtime in terms of the completion-times of the 
expertise. The phase of concluding the earlier task 
can be engaged to mean as the extreme completion-
time of the expertise. Let us symbolize by concluding 
a factor of the size m, which shows the interval that 
machine i confirms the processing of the 
earlierallotted and scheduled tasks [3]. We calculates: 
[3] 

    
2.7 Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are shown to be highly 
efficient in finding near optimal solutions in very 
large search spaces in a limited amount of time 
[10].GAs areconsidered to be adaptive methods 
means that can be used to resolve optimization 
complications, built on the heritableprocedure of 
natural organisms [30]. Genetic Algorithms are 
techniquesmade on the mechanism of predictable 
select. In the course of evolution, the individual is 
constantlyaltering genes to adjust to the situation of 
his life. Individuals can only survive if they are strong 
[16]. Schedulers which are GA-based can run 
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adaptively if we knew in advance grid features such 
as reliability of computing, resources heterogeneity 
and jobs [24]. This normal selection 
procedureincludesvariations in genes that take place 
in individuals over the process of breeding. Stages of 
genetic algorithms are [24] 

 The formation of the first population 
(chromosome),  

 The calculation of suitability values,  
 Selection,  
 Regeneration  
 Making of new population redeveloped.   

 
2.8 Tabu Search ( TS)  
In several fields, this technique has been used mainly 
in resource planning, telecommunications, 
scheduling, logistics, space planning and so on. 
According to Chambers and Barnes, Tabu Search is 
anactivemethod, which can be changed to the search 
conditions, specifically in extremelyelastic 
manufacturing systems [16]. The straightforward 
principle of this techniques is to follow Local  Search 
(LS) each and every time it come across a native 
optimum by  permitting non-improving moves; 
cycling back to earlier  visited results are prohibited 
by the use of memories, called  Tabu lists, which 
saves history of the previous searches [31].TS are a 
meta-heuristic approach to resolve hard and complex 
problems. TS wasoriginated on conceptsprojected by 
Fred Glover, along with methodologies that are 
Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing which 
werecalculated in the broadly referenced report for 
the upcoming treatment of real-world applications 
[20].  
• TS usually do not use the creation of applicant 
solutions at random.  
• Stretchy memory structures that permit the 
exploration continued, although at a result that is 
found when no better than the best result has been 
found 
• Memory structure is likewise able to retain the 
search method does not drop on a native optimum has 
constantlyseemed on an earlier search. 
 
III. RELATED WORK 
 
Paperpresents a survey [1], Swarm intelligence-based 
job scheduling algorithms for bag-of-tasks 
applications on distributed computing environments, 
and uniformly compares them based on a derived 
comparison framework. Most of the swarm 
intelligence research papers target grid computing 
while few papers discussed scheduling in cloud. 
Ch.SrinivasaRao[2] proposed amethodology for job 
scheduling on computing grid named novel fuzzy 
approach using Differential Evolution (DE). The DE 
generates a best plan to accomplish the tasks in a least 
possibletime. Paper evaluates the proposed approach 
that is fuzzy based DE algorithm with Simulated 
Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), 

Differential Evolution and fuzzy PSO [2]. Outcomes 
have shown that the proposed algorithm produces 
better solutions for scheduling the jobs. 
In[3],proposed an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
approach that supports the evolutionary driven grid 
schedulers. This paper produce the tasks-machines 
mapping “suggestions”, which can be then utilized by 
the scheduler to reduce the makespan or increase the 
system throughput.  
NajmeMansouripresented algorithms [9] which 
therefore improves data availability. Combined 
Scheduling Strategy (CSS) used categorized 
scheduling with target to decrease search time 
ofsuitable computing node. Further, the main ideas of 
these algorithms are the files which are requested 
frequently are targeted. The second algorithm that is 
Modified Dynamic Hierarchical Replication 
Algorithm (MDHRA), improves access time files. An 
approach followed by this algorithm was the last time 
period when the replica was demanded. Afterwards 
an algorithm named ASJS was presented in paper 
[14] for computing in grid environment. This 
algorithm calculates transmission power and 
computing power of every single cluster in a system. 
Further for every cluster, it calculates cluster score 
which will be accustomed by updating local and 
global update.  
Artificial Fish Swarm Optimization (AFSO), 
technique [15] is a moderately addition to the natural 
computing field. It consists of the elements that are 
inspired by behaviors of swarms. AFSO holds 
comparable attractive structures of genetic algorithm 
like independence from objective function, the 
capability to resolve complex problems. AFSO 
performance was increased by adding best AF to AF 
andpaper [16] was to enhance performance of the 
scheduling algorithms in different environments. In 
this paper, two different evolutionary algorithms 
named GA and TS were integrated to get better 
scheduling results.  
Yun-Han Lee [17]proposed a framework called 
Hierarchical Load Balanced Algorithm (HLBA). 
Here parameter used was system load in order to find 
out threshold value. In the projected system 
framework, request was received by the load balancer 
from users and directs request to appropriate 
resources. The upcoming researches [18] gives the 
ideas of sharing the resources in grid computing leads 
to incrediblecomputing , which may use the wireless 
devices and has the power to perform and solve even 
complex tasks. When we build an application for 
wireless devices, there might be many challenges we 
have to face, because the mobile natured devices are 
even more difficult to handle and it is too difficult to 
handle wireless communication. There is a need to 
overcome from all these challenges and for this many 
studies have been made. Upcoming studies also 
reflect improvement of economic models and secured 
communication in wireless sharing of resources so 
that retrieving is simplified by custom charges.In 
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[20], paper involved heuristic search known as tabu 
search that was carried out in lamba network. As it is 
an approach for solving complex problems. The 
problems that are based on task graphs models were 
also discussed. Improvement of ACO in paper [21], 

presented Balanced Ant Colony Optimization 
(BACO) for task scheduling purposes in grid. The 
proposed scheduling technique was constructed to 
share the overall load of the assets by changing local 
and global updates of pheromones values.  

 
Table1. Comparison of Scheduling Techniques 

 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Scheduling is a NP-complete problem, because no 
best solution exists therefore an alternate solution is 
to selects an appropriate optimal scheduling 
algorithm for job scheduling. This paper explored the 
various heuristics scheduling algorithms in grid 
computing environment. The ACO based scheduling 
algorithm produced remarkable results over other 
heuristics scheduling algorithms. Most of the existing 
algorithms including Adaptive scheduling algorithms 
are based on ACO based scheduling with single 
pheromone value. Majority of research in job 
scheduling has focused on guided grid computing but 
now a days, wireless grids have also come into 
picture. The fact of power awareness and Bandwidth 
has been ignored in the majority of research work, 
which could be therefore focused in upcoming 
improvements. 
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